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Electroscope Lab 
 
Procedure: 

1. Rub the blue strip 40 times with the wool 
2. Place it near the conducting sphere of the electroscope. Do not touch the sphere. What happens? 
3. Pull the blue strip away from the conducing sphere of the electroscope. What happens now? 
4. Now touch the conducting sphere  of the electroscope with the blue strip. What happens? 
5. Remove the strip from the conducting sphere, what happens? 
6. Explain your observations above. 
7. Touch the conducting sphere of the electroscope with your hand to ground out the leaves. 
8. Repeat steps 1-7 with the long clear strip. 
9. Rub the blue rod 40 times with the wool 
10. Touch it to the conducting sphere. 
11. Do not touch the conducting sphere with your hand 
12. Rub the long clear rod with the wool 40 times. 
13. Touch the electroscope ball with the charged clear strip. What happens? Why? 
14. Ground out the electroscope with your hand (Touch the conducting sphere) 
15. Charge up a blown up balloon by rubbing it in your hair. 
16. Touch the balloon to the conducting sphere 
17. Experiment with the blue and clear strips and the electroscope to determine if the balloon is positive or negative. 

 
18. If available, verify your answer with the negative pith ball. 

 

Electrophorus Lab 
1. Ground out the electrophorus and the electroscope with your hand. 
2. Place the electrophorus near the electroscope and notice the foil leaves do not move. 
3. Place the metal electrophorus on the charged plate. 
4. Touch the electrophorus with your finger 
5. Remove your finger from the electrophorus 
6. Now pick up the electrophorus and place it near the conducting sphere of the electroscope. What happens? 

 
7. If available, determine the type of charge on the electrophorus with the negative pith ball. 

 
 

Polarity of Paper 

1. Tare up a piece of paper into small pieces. 
2. Ground out the paper and the blue strip. 
3. Charge the blue strip with the wool 40 times 
4. Place the blue rod near the paper, do not touch the paper.  What happens? Why? 
5. Ground out the paper and the long clear strip. 
6. Rub the long clear strip with the wool 40 times 
7. Place the clear strip near the paper, do not touch the paper. What happens? Why? 
8. Explain polarity. 

 

 


